Statistical Shape Analysis for 3D Facial Images
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Abstract—Recently, the genetic association of human facial morphological variation attracts substantial attention. This study proposes a general framework for analyzing facial morphology variation using scanned 3D landmarks, and explores the phenotype features of facial morphology for identifying population root of Japanese archipelago. After registration for the dense 3D facial points, we investigate both PCA and Mean Hyperplane for exploring the facial morphological variations. Then, in order to reduce the in-population variance of statistical features, we normalize them firstly, and explore the identification of population using the combined phenotype features. Experiments show that our proposed strategy can give promising identification performances between the Mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The residences of Japanese Archipelago mainly include the three human populations; the Ainu, the Mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan, which can be inferred by genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data and characterized by generic base sequences [1],[2]. In the other hand, the genetic association of human facial morphological variation recently becomes a more and more active research field, which aims to quantitatively analyze the possible relation measure between the gene base and a kind of facial morphological variations [3]-[6]. There are a few studies to associate genetic polymorphisms to common facial morphological variations, which generally focused on the analysis of a specific local region of the facial morphology or several landmarks and then only present the limited morphological phenotypes.

This study attempts to explore the discriminated phenotype features of the common facial morphological variations between the Mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan; the difference of phenotype features between these two populations is prospected to infer different gene base sequences. In order to explore the phenotype features of facial morphology between the Mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan, we propose a general framework of 3D facial morphological analysis which mainly includes three steps: registration and landmark correspondence, statistical analysis of 3D facial morphological variation, population classification using facial morphological features.

II. FRAMEWORK OF 3D FACIAL SHAPE ANALYSIS

Our proposed framework of 3D facial morphological analysis consists of the following six procedures:

1) Data acquisition: a photogrammetric face scanner is applied for achieving 3D dense facial points by scanning the facial surface of the subjects, who are from the population of the mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan. The scanned data is a group of 3D surface points with three dimensional coordinate \([x,y,z]\) in each point, which mainly include the facial region.

2) Data trimming and landmark extraction: Beside the facial region, there includes some additional parts such as ear and neck in the scanned data. Therefore, we firstly trim the unnecessary surface points out and only remain the ones in facial region for more effectively analyze the facial morphological variations. With the 3D trimmed surface points, it is difficult to landmark the distinguishable physical points of the facial and thus we transform the 3D surface points into a 2D image with pixel intensity as the point radius in a fixed z-plane, which is called cylinder transformation. With the transformed 2D images, 17 distinguishable landmarks are manually extracted, which can be used for registration between different samples (the following procedure) and as control points for point correspondence.

3) Registration: in order to reduce the variations of translation, scale, and rotation among individuals, we use Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) [7] to align all samples to a reference sample using the manually extracted landmarks.

4) Point correspondence: two strategies: non-rigid point matching based on thin plate spline (TPS) [8] and a simple cylindrical transformation based method, are applied for corresponding points extraction among the individual faces. Though TPS based method can theoretically promise the accurate correspondence via deformation of local region, it is difficult to guarantee the physical point correspondence. Furthermore, this method needs very complicated calculation and thus is time-consuming as shown in previous work [9].
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Therefore, this study additionally explores a simple and fast point corresponding method based on cylindrical transformation (CyT); with this strategy, we can flexibly select surface point number for efficient post-analysis.

5) Analysis of Facial morphological variations: Beside the popularly used PCA, a discriminated quantitative validation of morphological variation called mean hyperplane (MHP) is proposed, which can marginally maximize the difference between the two faced populations. In addition, we investigate a feature selection approach to achieve the discriminated phenotype feature (morphological variations) following normalization for distinguishing the two populations.

6) Population identification: the wide-used Support Vector Machine (SVM) is applied for population identification with the selected phenotype features as input.

where \( \mathbf{X} \) denotes the mean vector of training ensemble, \( \mathbf{u}_i \) is \( i^{th} \) principle component also called basis function extracted by PCA, and \( a_i \) represents the coefficient, which reflects the possible variation range of the \( i^{th} \) component. It can be seen that any facial morphological sample can be expressed as a linear combination of the mean vector and a group of PCA bases, which are generally sorted or selected according to the variation or the corresponding eigenvalues (called eigenvalue based selection) obtained in PCA procedure. However the selected PCA bases with large morphological variation do not always connect the discriminated phenotype features for distinguishing the two focused populations. Fig. 2 gives the possible morphological variations by the selected PCA bases corresponding to the first two largest eigenvalues. The center facial shape is the mean one of all available training samples, and horizontal and vertical axis represents the possible morphological variations of the 1st and 2nd components, respectively. The left/right and bottom/top facial shapes in Fig.2 range from the combined subtracted/added shapes between the mean one and the multiplied basis, where above 99% samples are located in these ranges. The profile views of the morphological variations from the first two selected bases are also given in the top rows, from which we can observe that these mainly manifest the morphological variations of facial length and thickness. In our study, the populations of the mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan are as the research subjects. As pointed out by anthropology research the facial shape of the mainland Japanese are inclined to be round or oval, and has flat characteristic and slim cheeks, otherwise the Ryukyuan is square, sculptured and of prominent cheeks. Accordingly, the selected PCA bases mainly manifest unrelated variations mentioned by anthropology research between the two investigated populations. Therefore, we aim to explore the discriminated phenotype features for distinguishing the two populations in the following.

Fisher score based basis selection: The key idea of fisher score is to find a subset of features, such that in the subspace spanned by the selected features, the distances between data points in different classes are as large as possible, while the ones between data points in the same class are as small as possible. In this study, we aim to select the discriminated morphological variation analyzed by PCA, which is prospected to give the discriminated phenotype features for identifying the populations of the mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan. After computing the Fisher score for each basis, we can select the ones with larger fisher score than a predefined threshold or the top L ranked features with large scores. Furthermore, we visualize the morphological variation of the selected first base via Fisher score in the bottom rows of Fig. 3; we can observe the concave/convex check variations and the deep/flat eye variations, which are related the opinion of the anthropology researcher.

\[
\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{X} + a_1 \mathbf{u}_1 + a_2 \mathbf{u}_2 + \ldots + a_n \mathbf{u}_n = \mathbf{X} + \sum a_i \mathbf{u}_i
\]
B. Morphological Analysis Based on Mean Hyperplane

Although the general PCA method can manifest the morphological variations, and the selected PCA bases via fisher score can signify the promising insight from the anthropology researcher. We are more and more interested in the directly variations of statistical difference between the explored populations, which we call as mean hyperplane [11]. The mean hyperplane is simply the normalized difference between the mean vectors of the mainland Japanese and Ryukyuan samples, which can be considered as a basis to represent the morphological variations as illustrated in Fig. 4. In order to calculate the quantitative measure (like the corresponding eigenvalue of each PCA basis) of the variations hold in the basis, we project all facial shape samples on it to produce the coefficient set, and calculate the standard variation, which has the similar meaning to the eigenvalue of a PCA basis. The projected coefficients to the mean hyperplane and its expressed morphological variations are shown in Fig. 4, which manifest clear variation around eye and cheek.

C. Normalization of the Selected Phenotype Features

As introduced in the above subsection, the coefficients of all samples on a basis extracted by PCA or mean hyperplane can be considered as the available samples of a variable. The variables from different selected bases of PCA and mean hyperplane have different variations (the corresponding eigenvalues in PCA and the calculated one from the projected coefficients in mean hyperplane), which will lead to the biased quantitative measure if combining the projected coefficients of different bases for representing a facial sample. Thus, in order to reduce the possible unbalance weights to the coefficients from different bases, we propose two normalization strategies. One is to directly scale the \( i \)th coefficient vector \( b_i \), which is the concatenated coefficients on the \( i \)th basis from all samples, to the range \([0,1]\). The other one is to normalize the coefficient vector using its variance \( \lambda \).

After normalization, we concatenate the projected coefficients from all selected bases to represent a facial sample, which is treated as the phenotype features for identifying populations.

IV. Experiment

In order to validate the effectiveness of the selected phenotype features, we perform experiments of identification on our prepared dataset, which consists of 3D scanned facial images of 100 mainland Japanese and 100 Ryukyuan that has already done point correspondence. We validate the effectiveness of the proposed mean hyperplane (denoted as MHP) and two normalization strategies (denote \( \text{norm}_1 \) for directly scaling and \( \text{norm}_2 \) for variation based). Fig.5 shows the comparison of MHP and PCA morphological variations and with eigenvalue or fisher based component selection, respectively, MHP shows high accuracies on low feature numbers. Fig.6 shows the achieved highest accuracies with feature selection strategies.

V. Conclusion

This study proposed a general framework for analyzing common facial morphological variations, and explored the phenotype features for identifying population of the mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan. The dense points obtained by a photogrammetric face scanner are corresponded based on TPS-based non-rigid transformation and a cylindrical transformation, and then follow the morphological variation analysis using the statistical learning: PCA and MHP. Furthermore, we probe two morphological base selections to seek more discriminated phenotype features for population identification. Experiments showed that our proposed
framework with the combined strategies: fisher score based selection of PCA bases, MHP and variation-based normalization achieved the best performance for identifying the mainland Japanese and the Ryukyuan.
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